
 

 

 

 

 

URL: www.tsunakawa.tokyo/ 

Company: Tsunakawa Co., Ltd. 

Established: 1951 

Address: 18-3, Daimachi, Kawasaki-ku 

Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa 

Tel: 044-266-5183 

Fax: 044-299-5888 

President: Kenichi Tsunakawa 

Capital: 20,000,000 yen 

Number of employees: 17 

 

Overseas activities: 

Export to EU, UAE, Russia, and   

 Southeast Asia 

Future plan: 

To expand direct sales to consumers in  

overseas markets 

Main business: 

Wholesale, retail, and export of 

Japanese tea and seaweed 

 

 

 

Company Information 

Field: Japanese tea and dried 

seaweed sale 

Company name – 

Tsunakawa Co., Ltd. 

Contact: Shintaro Tsunakawa (Email: info@tsunakawa.jp) 

Our strength: 

We work with tea growers directly to produce tea leaves using the Special Steaming 

Method (strong steam for extended period of time). Knowing our tea growers means 

we can supply very safe products. In seaweed production, our strength lies in our 

planing skills coupled with close collaboration with fishermen and manufacturing plants 

(finishing process). As a result, we handle seaweeds produced throughout Japan and 

are able to supply a variety of taste to meet our customer needs. 

Main products: 

 

 

Company Profile 
About us: 

Japanese foods are popular as health foods in the world. Among them, green tea and 

seaweed are the pride of Japan for their delicate taste. We deliver to you green tea 

grown on fertile lands by hardworking farmers and seaweeds raised from Japan sea 

by passionate fisherman. As a tea and seaweed specialty wholesaler with 50 years of 

track record, we provide a wide range of products: from the affordable to the premium 

grades. We sincerely hope you’ll enjoy the aroma and flavor of these products. They 

will certainly bring you joy and good spirit. The Tsunakawa brand brings great taste to 

consumers throughout Japan and across the world. 

For first timer users, we 

recommend Kokoro Bakari, which 

is great for those with no 

experience using teapot to brew 

Japanese tea (including young 

Japanese and foreigners inside 

and outside Japan). Then there are 

Kyusu, Yunomi, Chakan, and 

Chanoha for general drinking by 

beginners. 


